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SelfRegulation Guide  Quick Reminder
Here are some brief reminders about a variety of awareness tools that Dr. Templin has shared with you. We’re
aiming for 3060 minutes of selfregulation practice daily to benefit from exciting new neuroscience and to
achieve the most profound and lasting benefit in terms of health and wellbeing.
The following processes, when practiced regularly, will be expected to change who you are …
mentally, and physically … beginning with changes in gene expression …
that’s right … GENE EXPRESSION!

emotionally,

These changes in gene expression support your cellular functioning … and make your investment in better diet,
nutrition, and exercise dramatically more effective.

1. Heart Breathing
Simply put some attention on the area around your heart … and allow any sensations (physical or
emotional) to be experienced … without any attempt to judge, change, fix … or even understand … just
allow them be be … as you breathe softly and slowly … (that means that each in and out breath last 56
seconds). When your attention drifts simply bring it back to your heart and breath.
2. Open Focus or Noticing ‘Space’
When you notice ‘space’ versus ‘things’ your brain waves shift more readily into an alpha rhythm.
For example, ‘noticing the space that your right hand occupies or the volume of your right hand’ will shift
brain waves more readily that ‘noticing your right hand’. You can notice the space between your ears,
the space between your knees, or the space that surrounds your body.
3. Focusing
Focusing is a counterintuitive process where we gently, patiently, and respectfully pay attention to the
issues or feelings that we would really like to go away … vanish … or catapult into deep space. We’re
no longer opposing these feelings, but allowing them. This process turns off the stress response and
helps us to organize our brain and energy systems for more resourceful behavior … emotionally,
mentally, and physically. This is the process that takes the most practice … and pays the greatest
dividends in terms of enhanced health and wellbeing.
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4. Belief Change
Beliefs not only control our behaviors, but also have a direct influence on the expression of our genes
and on our capacity to heal. The most obvious limiting belief related to our healing is the belief that we
can’t heal … because we were told that our pain was caused by a disc that would only respond to
surgery … or because it’s genetic (because my mother was diabetic) or for any number of reasons.
We know from placebo research that the brain can do just about anything … if we believe. It’s not the
sugar pill that often performs as well as drugs … it’s the engaged human mind and body.
To change a belief you must first decide what belief you would like to change. For example, if you
believe that your migraines won’t go away … imagine your life without migraines. Create a scene where
you are migraine free and most importantly … notice how it would feel to have that new life … that new
experience … where you are migraine free.
When we couple the intended outcome (the migraine free scene) with strong emotion (joy, happiness,
enthusiasm) we create new neural pathways and we change our brain (self directed neuroplasticity) and
ultimately our health.
Once you’ve imagined your scene and you’re experiencing the attendant pleasant emotions …. just
bathe in or soak up that experience while you breathe slowly … a 6 second inhale and exhale is ideal.
We can add more SelfRegulation skills to this basic approach to belief change to create a more
powerful experience.
5. The METAMedicine Connection
We know that a generalized, chronic stress response disrupts normal metabolism and tissue repair
processes … leading to all manner of chronic illness … up to 85% by NIH figures. However, often very
specific emotional issues have an affinity for specific tissues or organs. For example, separation issues
often show up as inflammatory skin conditions. Ask Dr. Templin about the specific stressor or emotional
content that may be pertinent to your health concerns. With that specific knowledge your selfregulation
practice will become more powerful.
6.

Havening
1. Begin Havening Touch and state “Even though I have this (name the feeling or issue you’d like to
change) I deeply and completely love and accept myself”. Repeat 3X’s and breathe a slow breath.
2. Continue Havening Touch and state your desired outcome, e.g. if step one involved anxiety at the
dentist office, you can state “I’m calm and relaxed when I visit the dentist … and I love and accept
myself deeply and completely”. Repeat 3X’s and breathe a slow breath.

**** A consistent selfregulation practice helps you to become more aware … of your breath, of thoughts, and
feelings so that you become more resourceful and capable of being your best. This growing awareness is
essential for healing … body, mind, and spirit. However, if you become aware of distressful feelings that are just
too difficult to be with be sure to discuss this with Dr. Templin and he will be glad to help.
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